INTRODUCTION
Each chosen capture probe was spotted on random triplicate electrode positions of the chip array. Furthermore, one negative control probe position (i.e. non-biotinylated and nonrelevant to any of selected eight toxin representative sequences) and one positive control probe position (i.e. the same sequence as negative control probe, but being mixed with 1% biotinylated probes in non-biotinylated ones) were placed at the front and back site of the chip array, respectively, in order to validate detection specificity and assay performance.
Target DNA analyte preparation and assay program
Target DNA analytes were mixed with detection probes (1 µM working conc. for each) in hybridization buffer. The mixture (200 µl total volume) was incubated at 95 °C for 5 min, then immediately cooled on ice for 1 min. After that, it was directly transferred in the chip reaction chamber for hybridization. The assay program was designed with steps in a sequence (Table 2 ). An internal iridium oxide reference electrode (+100 mV anode / -400 mV cathode) was used for all measurements.
Chip array storage and probe layer rehydration
After functionalization, chip arrays were stored in the dry condition under the protection of nitrogen gas at RT. Before assay, single chip array was applied to the reaction chamber and flushed with 4×PBS at 50 °C for 5 min. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the target DNA binding to capture probe layers and the following signaling process. Firstly, a mixture of target DNA analyte and detection probes was applied to the chip surface, which was previously functionalized with specific capture probes spotted on the different electrode positions, to form and bind the sandwich hybrid. After introducing the Streptavidin-β-Galactosidase conjugate (Str-β-Gal), it interacts specifically to the bound biotin labeled to the detection probe. Following the flushing of pAPG, the attached enzyme conjugate catalyzes the pAPG to 4-Aminophenol (pAP). Hydrolysis of pAP and its oxidative form quinoneimine (QI) between interdigital electrode fingers results in an increasing electron redox-recycling and finally generate amperometric curves from all 16 electrode positions simultaneously after the stop flow of pAPG. After completion of the reaction the electric read out (nA/min) was made in an 8-s period in "stop flow mode" with a time offset of 2 sec.
Strategy of chip array-based electrochemical DNA detection system
Positive controls generated signals similarly as described above, but only from enzyme conjugate Str-β-Gal binding, following substrate pAPG hydrolysis, and the resulting pAP redox recycling at the chip electrodes, and with excluded hybridization step. Deleted: Chip array reusability test Functionalized chip arrays were placed into the reaction chamber and subjected to assays by applying sample analytes onto the chip array surface. After the first hybridization, the electric signals were generated and the whole assay was completed. Next, the electrodes on the same chip array were stripped by flushing 75 °C hot water for 4 min to remove all captured molecules and make the capture probe layers available for the 2nd hybridization and subsequent detection. The same procedure was applied to all repeated assays.
RESULTS

Rehydration of surface immobilized probe layer
The chip arrays are usually stored under nitrogen gas after their functionalization with capture probes [13] . Therefore, effects of chip array surface rehydration conditions on signal level were studied. Before applying sample, PBS solutions with different ionic strengths (see Deleted: Further rehydration experiment was made in which the target cesA PCR amplicon was applied for chip array tests, i.e. the signal generation included also hybridization. Signals generated from the CESA_Cp positions were compared when chip arrays were exposed for 5 min to 2×PBS or 4×PBS solutions, respectively. More than two fold increase in the signal was observed when 4×PBS was applied (data not shown). (Figure 7 ). In general, rinsing resulted in regeneration of the capture probes for sequential experiments and caused chips available for re-use. However, regeneration of signals from one chip array gradually decreased with each following application. In the second use of the chip arrays above 80% of the original signal was obtained. Once the chip arrays were regenerated after the first hybridization, the resultant background signals were within 0.5-2 nA/min, as it was in the first assay. Here, background signals indicate the unspecific signals generated from non-target components due to cross-reaction with the sensing probe layer on chip array surfaces. The third use of chip arrays resulted in even lower signals, about 60% of the original signals. Meanwhile, the background signals increased to around 4 nA/min. Most chips were excluded from the use for the fourth assay due to high background signals.
DISCUSSION
It is well known from a previous systematic work that ionic strength has a major influence on hybrid duplex formation and stability [19] . Thus, the influence of hybridization buffer ionic strength on the electric DNA chip signal as a matter of hybridization efficiency was studied by testing different ionic strengths of the hybridization solution (Figure 2 ). In course of these investigations, the 4×PBS was realized as being the optimal buffer for hybridization at the electrical DNA chip arrays irrespectively of the length of target analyte applied. The increase in ionic strength, resulting in neutralizing counterions such as metal mono-and multivalent ions (e.g. Na + , Mg 2+ ) in the hybridization environment, reduces the electrostatic repulsion among the negatively charged DNA strands, which promotes capture probes to hybridize to complementary targets, and also strongly stabilizes the duplexes once they are formed. This effect was visible for this work when using buffer up to the 4×PBS.
Further increases of buffer ionic strength diminished the generated signal, which may be due to a change in structure of capture probes.
An influence of steric hindrance on DNA hybridization by solid surface-anchored capture probes has been investigated by other researchers [20] [21] [22] [23] . This interference is derived from the proximity of capture probes to an anchoring support. A close distance provides to the probes limited freedom of movement for target to contact and hybridize alike in the solution-phase. Thus, it is believed that the longer linker lengths enhance DNA hybridization and consequently improve the chip array performance with respect to the detection sensitivity, also to signal-to-noise ratio [21] . In order to evaluate this observation, four different C-linker lengths of capture probe were employed for the use of electrical chip arrays presented in this work (Figure 3) . The results illustrated that capture probe C-linker lengths ranging from 6 to 12 carbons did not influence neither specific responses, nor the 
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The immediate prospects for biochip technology depend on a range of technologic and economic issues. One is the question of chip reusability, which has always been a desired feature for biodetection in practical applications. Usually the regeneration of a DNA sensor was achieved by either a thermal or a chemical method [29] . Considering that the capture probe layer might be destroyed and contaminated by chemical treatment, we used a thermal method to regenerate the chip array surface functionalized with capture probes (Figure 7) . The reusability test showed that the chip arrays can be applied for at least two times of target analyte detection, although the signal decreased with the number of hybridization/denaturation cycles. The second use of chip arrays resulted in both, a high recovery of initial specific signals and in rather low unspecific signals. No matter what target formats applied, oligonucleotides or various PCR amplicons, the result was very reproducible. The regeneration is less successful after further repeated assay cycles, as significant drop in specific responses and high non-specific signals were achieved. It is believed that the major problem here is the restoration to the original single-stranded capture probe form after repeated uses. Another reason might be the deterioration of thiol-gold bonds between capture probes and chip array surface caused by hot water treatment, yielding in loss of capture probes. The resulting bare gold surface of the chip array may cause a kind of unspecific absorption and afterwards higher background.
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Figure 1:
Scheme of the assay performance on the chip array. The application of target and detection probe mix to the chip reaction chamber results in the formation of a sandwich hybridcomplex: capture probe/target DNA/detection probe. After the following enzyme conjugate binding and the substrate pAPG hydrolysis, an electrical signal is generated. Signal level as a function of target analyte fragmentation. Ultrasound was applied for 1, 2.5, The averages of data obtained from at least three independent determinations are plotted. Error bars were generated from the standard deviations of the replicates. Sequences and locations of PCR primers, probes, oligo-and polynucleotides. 
